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Teacher / Scholars are great mentors.
◘ Amy Rutstein-Riley and Alice Diamond presented “Girlhood, Identity, and Girl Culture: A
Research Progress Report on the Impact of a Service-Learning Project” on October 24, 2010 at the
State University of New York-Cortland Women’s Studies Conference on “Reimagining Girlhood:
Communities, Identities, Self-Portrayals.”
◘ Jim O’Keefe has given three presentations recently. In October, Jim gave a talk entitled “Emerging
Technology for Integrating the Study of Mathematics and Science” at the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics Regional conference in Baltimore, MD. He also gave a presentation “Digital
Tools for Integrating Mathematics and Science,” and conducted a workshop which was entitled
“Dealing with Data” at the annual conference of the Association of Teachers of Mathematics in New
England.
◘ Last month, Clara Ronderos’s book Estaciones en el Exilio (poetry) was published in Madrid as the
winner of the international Carmen Conde poetry award. Also in October at the University of Austin
in Texas during the AICLHF conference Clara presented a paper “Representaciones de la violencia: la
ética en M.M. Carranza y P. Bonnett.” At this conference she was awarded the Victoria Urbano
poetry award and participated in a poetry reading with other Latin American poets.
◘ Christy Belisle was honored at the NCAS National Conference by the National Consortium for
Sports and Academics as the inaugural “National Founders Award, 2010 Steps to Success” winner in
recognition of her leadership role in motivating and caring about the success of student-athletes. This
national award is given to one professional mentor on campus and one student-athlete per year.
Alexander Green III, Lesley College Alum 2010, was also honored for achieving academic goals
through sacrifice, hard work, and dedication.
◘ Donna Halper just completed the manuscript for her fifth book, Boston Radio- 1920 to 2010. It will
be published by Arcadia Press in late February 2011 and is a history of Boston radio told in pictures
and text.

◘ Paul Fideler, Professor of History and Humanities, presented a paper, "A 'Third Way' in Early
Seventeenth-Century English Poor Relief," in April 2010 at the European Social Science History
Conference (ESSHC) in Ghent, Belgium.
◘ David Goodman, Assistant Professor in Psychology and Applied Therapies, published “The Heroic
I: A Levinasian Critique of Modern Narcissism,” a collaborative paper with Alvin Dueck and Julia
Langdal in Theory & Psychology. Also, he recently (October 2010) served as Program Chair for
Psychology for the Other at a conference in Seattle where in addition to chairing he also presented
three pieces with various student collaborators (Paper with Steven Huett: “Effacing the Divine Trace:
The (A)proximating Third-Party and the Psychotherapeutic Dyad”; Poster with Danielle Moreno,
Sabrina Abney and Katie Howe: “The Widow, Orphan, and Stranger Within: Jewish Ethics and
Intrapsychic Otherness in Psychotherapy”; Respondent: “Diagnostic Defacing: Response to Joe
Guppy.” Lastly, David was recently invited to become a reviewer and guest editor for The Journal of
Theoretical and Philosophical Psychology.
◘ Liv Cummins (LC, Humanities) led a series of Guest Workshops in Musical Theater Writing,
Production, & Development at Carnegie Mellon University at CM’s School of Drama on Sept. 20-22.
The workshops were in association with a musical which Cummins co-wrote, Vanishing Point,
produced at Carnegie Mellon in October, 2010. Vanishing Point explores the lives – and the
‘vanishings’ – of three legendary figures of the 20s & 30s: aviatrix Amelia Earhart, novelist Agatha
Christie, and evangelist Aimee Semple McPherson. During the rehearsal process for the October
production Cummins worked closely with the director, actors, designers, students and faculty
involved in the production.
◘ Rob Wauhkonen will present a paper at the 42nd Annual Convention of the Northeast Modern
Language Association in April, 2011, at Rutgers University. The title of his paper is “Proceed With
Caution: The Perilous Road to Success in Sherwood Anderson’s ‘The Egg’.”
◘ An art exhibit held at the Brighton Allston Heritage Museum, titled “Exuberance” features 10
artists, including one large canvas by Susan Loomis. The museum is located at 20 Chestnut Hill Ave
in Brighton, and the exhibit will be up until December 30, 2010. For more information on the
museum, visit: http://heritagemuseum.blogspot.com/.

University Service is How We Roll!
◘ Lesley College faculty members serve on numerous university committees, often in leadership
positions. Mary Beth Lawton and Robin Roth serve on the University Council and Workload
committees, respectively. Joanne Szamreta serves as co-chair of the Provost Search Committee; Jim
O’Keefe serves as chair of the University Council; Bruce Logan serves as co-chair of the University
Retention Committee; Mary Coleman serves as chair of the Student Well-Being Committee; and
Linda Dacey serves as faculty representative to the Academic Affairs Committee and has successfully
negotiated a Lesley partnership with Shell and Teacher Created Materials, a private academic
publisher, through which Lesley University faculty can publish under a Lesley imprint.

At the college level, Christine Evans co-chairs the Liberal Arts Council. Liv Cummins, Bruce Logan,
David Morimoto, Christine Evans, and Mary Dockray-Miller serve as chairs of taskforces/committees
on General Education, Experiential Learning, Quantitative Literacy, Faculty Mentors, Curriculum,
respectively. In addition to the leadership of Jan Wall numerous faculty have taken the lead in
developing visibility for their students through internship identification and building strong linkages
between theory and praxis. To supplement this effort the College leadership has created a Lesley
College Career Network (LCCN). The LCCN’s purpose is to assist with the placement of students in
internships throughout the nation and the placement of graduates in the world of work and graduate
school. Joanne Dreher is working closely with an eight member faculty committee to examine and
implement best practices in undergraduate advising. Joanne will lead a Lesley College faculty
development workshop on next level advising practices.
Working collaboratively with Lesley College taskforce/committees leaders are thirty-eight thoughtful
Lesley College faculty, seven Lesley and AIB faculty/staff leaders, and several offices including
Alumni Affairs, Service Learning and Community Service, Admissions, Student Life, and the Office
of the Provost. In collaboration with Dean Mary Coleman, Lesley College taskforces are engaged in
vital conversations about strengthening the foundations that undergird an engaging and robust
problem-solving curriculum that takes into explicit account the knowledge, competencies, and skills
a Lesley College graduate should possess to work, lead, and succeed in an interdependent world.

International Education and Lesley College
◘ In October, Claire Carroll, director of Lesley College International Studies program, led a successful
International Education Day. International affiliates from more than a dozen countries were at
Lesley to confer with students, answer questions and encourage study abroad summers and semesters.
Already forty students have enrolled for 2011 Spring study abroad. During the evening program, Jan
Wall and Neal Klein led a returning study abroad student panel. Returning students characterized
living and learning abroad as transformative.

Lesley Moves…
◘ A high quality three-year degree program is now offered at Lesley College.
◘ Multiple year contract renewals were earned by Cristin Ashmankas, Clara Ronderos, and David
Morimoto. Cristin’s record was especially noteworthy for excellence in teaching, advising and
mentorship. Clara’s portfolio was impressive for scholarship and improvements in language
instruction. David’s record was a poignant reminder that university, community and international
service are integral to academe and that one can serve well and maintain a scholarly record of
publication. Congratulations!

Please send submissions for the February issue of Lesley Today
to mgonsal2@lesley.edu by February 7th.

